We have put our Coronavirus information on one centralized website, complete with tutorials that are being added for using the various products online. Please bookmark this page and refer back to it for updates: https://evolve.elsevier.com/education/educational-trends/coronavirus-resources/

Please see below for a few of my suggestions, and let me know of the personal challenges you and your program are facing, so that we can work to overcome your specific obstacles together!

E-Books via VitalSource (available for free this spring – https://lnkd.in/gctPFca for more details)

- Use eBook library Highlights and Notes functions to create targeted reading assignments and engage your students more fully in their textbook content.
- Create a personalized study guide / workbook for your students by adding public highlights and comments within each chapter and have your students subscribe to your email in VitalSource to pull in to their online notes.
- “Hide” exam question teasers and hints throughout the reading assignments

HESI Prep Suite: HESI Case Studies, Patient Reviews, and Practice Tests for RN or PN (see more suggestions in our faculty tutorial on our Coronavirus resource page linked above)

- Students complete the Case Studies and / or Patient Reviews independently or virtually in groups.
- Practice tests can be utilized for all disciplines, not just in those courses where a HESI exam will be proctored.
- There are hundreds of excellent practice questions and case studies in 20+ areas / disciplines, all available for assignment and often underutilized.
- Opportunities exist for clinical judgment development by debriefing after the cases are complete, facilitating student discussions during online lectures and virtual groups.

HESI Remediation:

- Encourage your students to review their most recent HESI Student Summary report, and identify their own weakest areas on the exam (i.e. within the Client Needs Category page)
- Assign additional HESI online remediation to be completed independently based on those weak areas.
- Require students to self-quiz from EAQ NCLEX course content from the drop down categories, which align with their HESI results, and choose from these same weak areas.

Elsevier Adaptive Quizzing (EAQ) – Thousands of high-quality practice questions are available here, via book specific courses as well as the NCLEX review version.

- Faculty can create customized quizzes for students, allowing the course to pull from a myriad of nursing topics or chapters, or select specific questions for custom formative assessments.
Faculty can require students to complete self-quizzing and meet set targets per week, for either a certain number of questions/accuracy, or attain a certain level of mastery, in various topics.

**SimChart or Simulated Learning Systems:**

- Students can complete a chart in SimChart's My Clinicals or Case Studies independently, while completing a Care Plan or SBAR report, and follow up with a facilitated virtual group discussion.
- Faculty can complete and publish a chart with errors and assign the students to identify your mistakes.
- Have students complete pre-clinical paperwork for a case study or simulation patient as they would for a real clinical day.
- Utilize Clinical Key and other external websites and resources that are found inside the Resources folder of SimChart. Assign research projects and topics to review and report from published journals and other evidence based materials and websites.
- Share the SLS scenario scripts and then use the pre and post work, and SLS debriefing template, in virtual discussion groups.
- Countless opportunities exist inside these courses to chart on various items you assign or those found inside a pre-built scenario, which can help fill curriculum gaps.

**Sherpath:** is already a fully integrated, digital course that includes an EAQ course, your eBook, digital lessons, introductory virtual sim’s, and group activities, so using this means your course content is readily available in the form of assignable materials to be completed online.

**SKILLS: Clinical Skills Videos** - The Clinical Skills Essential Collections consists of more than 155 of the most important nursing skills within fundamentals and health assessment and can be used for interactive discussions in clinical, simulation and lab. Later collections are also available.

- Online course setup allows students to review the material, watch demo video, and complete quiz.
- They could in some cases record themselves while completing the skill.
- Use "what if" questions re: how they would react in different situations when completing skills. For example, the nurse needs to administer oral medication. How would they modify the technique if the patient had a stroke and how might the patient’s needs (not being able to swallow or take their medication) impact the nurse’s ability to give that medication?
- Similar clinical discussions can be held for those programs using Nursing Skills Online or the Clinical Skills textbook.

**Nursing Concepts Online:** If you are a concepts driven program and already an NCO user, you’re working in an online, integrated course that has many of the products mentioned above built in and assignable online. Please do not hesitate to reach out and schedule a conversation with our nurse educator to ensure you are taking advantage of everything NCO has to offer!

**Evolve Textbook resources:**
• Encourage your students to utilize the online resources that are included with the student’s purchase of a new textbook (access code can be found in eBooks or inside cover of print copies).
• Typically used for extra self-study, faculty can also request an Evolve course ID to assign or track your student’s use of these materials.
• Review your TEACH resources in the instructor resources on Evolve for learning activities and case studies.

HESI / Saunders Online Review: likely already in use in a capstone course for spring graduates, a reminder that the online course’s format, pre-test, personalized study calendar, video footage, content review modules, and 2,500+ review questions throughout make it ideal for remote learning.

Drug Calculations Online and Pharmacology Online: online practice modules that can be assigned for homework or remote completion.

HESI Proctoring: In regards to HESI remote testing, we want to ensure you that you have options if needed. We partner with ProctorU and Examity.

Simulation options: https://evolve.elsevier.com/education/simulations/

Evolve Training on demand: https://evolve.elsevier.com/education/on-demand-learning/

Live Webinars and On-Demand (recorded) webinars to come this week via email with tips on how to use these eProducts in an on-line environment.

If you would like to connect virtually with me or our Nurse Educator (Tammy Pleasant, t.pleasant@elsevier.com) to discuss implementation of the products you currently use or potential new products to support virtual learning/clinical replacement, please let me know. I’m here to help in any way, and we’ll overcome your specific obstacles together!
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